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~~. O D U C T T O N
In microsurgery, surgeons need to stitch blood vessels or skin under a microscope. There are two key aspects to the extensive mining needed. The tirst is to control tremor at the microscopic level, and to master changed hand-eye coordination with angles rotated and distances mapified by the microscope. Natural force feedback is low in microscopic work, so that one option is to work with purely visual control, though haptic haining cues may be useful. Fig. 1 shows a virtual needle being guided through geometric skin, with the objective of making the two holes as small and correctly placed as possible.
The surgeon must also learn to control the behavior of the tissues and threads involved. This involves large deformations of viscoelastic materials, with long-distance interactions (for instance, between a point of grasp and an anchor point of a membrane or tissue) so that local deformation is not enough. Simulating the mechanics of this requires fast computation, even for visual feedback (-60 updatedsec) , and much greater speed for force feedback (-1000 updatedsec) . While real forces in microsurgery are small, we a i m to research the training value of exaggerated forces, for which we must model large global deformations at the higher speed. This paper describes an approach to achieving such speeds, on a testhed that does not yet address tissue modelling in detailed system. This paper first presents the overall target simulation environment (Section n), then a multi-scale FEM algorithm which achieves fast computation compared to the traditional FEM algorithm with low loss of accuracy (Section IU-V).
"D-EYE COORDINATED TRAINING
In collaboration with the National University Hospital of Singapore, we are developing a robotic surgical trainer [I], with low cost and risk compared to traditional training methods. Fig. Z shows our general workstation with a rigidly frame-mounted 6DOF DELTA haptic interface. This provides a 3D workspace usable in many ways, including a trainer for Chinese calligraphy [Z] . A semi-transparent panel creates a virtual monitor image corresponding to the haptic workspace. 
In. DEFORMATION MODELLING
The modellig of soft tissue mechanics has become an important research topic in robot-assisted surgery and surgical simulation. Much effort has aimed at the development of realtime simulation of the physical behaviour of deformable tissue and the integration of these methods into simulators [+SI. However, computation speed has always been a major harrier to accurate real-time tissue models for haptic feedback, whether with quasi-static [9, IO] or dynamic [11-13] models. Early .. developments often simulated defonnahle bodies using massspring systems, for simplicity of implementation and the low computation compared to more realistic stress-strain relations. The body is represented by a set point masses connected by elastic links and the equation of motion is Written for each point mass. However, the mass and spring constants to be used in the model cannot be derived from measured properties l i e the shear modulus, and thus the models do not capture underlying physics properly. Moreover, since the constants are assigned heuristically, varying the level of detail (essential to adequate speed) is hard to systematize.
Realistic elasticity calculations often use the iinite element method (FEM). However, it is seldom used in real-time simulation [1+16], due to its complex implementation and expensive computation. It provides more accurate description of deformation mechanics than mass-spring models, hut for real-time work it needs modification for adequate accuracy while reducing the computation time.
Several fast algorithms [17-211 have recently been the -focus of research in real-time simulation, especially with the need for haptic feedback whose sampling rate is much higher than that needed for visual display. Bro-Nielsen and Cotin [IS] used a condensation method to reduce the number of unknowns to only the surface degrees of freedom. Others use an adaptive mesh to reduce the number of unknowns. DiMaio and Salcudean [20] used a real-time mesh refinement technique to generate a multi-grid, with distinct fine and coarse grids, for their needle insertiou simulation. Wu et. al. [21] proposed a dynamic progressive mesh which is an extension of the progressive mesh concept. The idea is to generate a hierarcby of meshes off-lie by collapsing mesh edges recursively, starting from of a fine mesh, and then using elements from the different meshes in the final computation. They presented simulation results for a two level mesh, but the technique to combine elements from multiple levels in the hierarchy need to he developed.
In this paper, we describe a multi-scale FEM algorithm which uses elements from multiple levels in a hierarchy of mesh similar to the progressive mesh. We show that this algorithm computes fast compared to the traditional FEM algorithm with low loss of accuracy. This algorithm has been integrated with a visuavhaptic feedback workstation as shown in Fig. 2 .
IV. MULTI-SCALE FEM FOR SOFT TISSUE SIMULATION
.
The main idea of our multi-scale FEM is to dynamically use different levels of mesh, at different places (not uniformly progressing from 'coarse all over' to 'fine all over', as in multigrid detailed solutions). We create a fine mesh in the domain and then generate coarser elements at various levels by recursively combining adjacent elements. The final mesh used to the computation is formed by choosing elements from different levels, with small elements near an area of interest (for example, where a force is applied or bending is high) and progressively coarser elements as we move away from the region of interest. Fig. 4 shows levels of the mesh for a rectangular domain, starting from fine (top left) to coarse (bottom middle). The multi-scale mesh for an applied l i e force (bottom right) combines elements from the different levels.
Such a multi-scale mesh especially suits the application of surgical simulation, as the surgical tool usually applies a force on the tissuedorgans only in a localized region around it.
Hence small elements are placed around the contact region, as haptic feedback needs accurate deformation and force here accurately, and they can capture the large displacement gradient in that region. Progressively larger elements suffice as we move away from the tool, for the accuracy needed for the results for visual display. This multi-scale mesh is formed in real-time as the surgical tool moves over the domain by choosing the correct elements from the various mesh levels. The stiffness mahices of the elements of each level are precalculated and stored at the heginning of the simulation. They are assembled in real-time to form the global stiffness matrix for the multi-scale mesh during the simulation. Such a mesh greatly decreases the model's DOF compared to the fine mesh, and so shrinks the computational time. In the example of Fig. 5 the fme mesh model has 961DOF which is reduced to 138DOF in the multi-mesh. We implemented the method for the simple case of 2 0 outof-plane or anti-plane strain problem. Three-dimensional motion with bending and stretching will be more complex, but can be handled by the Same mesh logic.
The governing equation, with applied pressure P, is
where G is shear modulus, and w out-of-plane displacement. Our current implementation treats a square domain fixed so that its edges have zero displacement. We need to determine (I) the reaction force at the haptic device and (2) the displacements elsewhere given the displacement of the haptic device.
v. SMLJLATION RESULTS
We implemented the multi-scale E M algorithm to study its accuracy and speed. Thc forcc applied hy the haptic device is modeled by a line load on the ZD domain. The case of a concenwted point force has been studied in (221. and a sinbwlsrily in the deformation was ubscrved. Such singularity does not arise wth a line force. .4 line force also allows us IO derive torque evcn for the scalar out-of-plane deformation case, around honzont.4 though not vemcal axes, and display it using our 6DOF haptic device. The algorithm is developed to accept any input of shapes in real. time but not only restricted to a point or a line. Here we use the line force so as to compare the multi-scale method's accuracy to that of the N h e r ' s serious solution (See Appendix for dewils).
With a line load applied at y=yl and between x=xI to ~2x2, the pressure rem ukes the form We compare our FEM results with Navier's series solution (See Appendix for drtiiils) to test their accuracy. The series solution is known to converge rapidly to the exact solution for a rectangular domain. We considercd a 2Ox2Ocm domain pressed down Icm by a lOcm bar, as shown UI Fig. 7 . The shear module G is I Nicm'.
uhere n = [ , . . scale for up to 5 levels. For (G2), w i t h the bar near the edge, the multi-scale mesh fails to match the accuracy of the h e mesh beyond level 4, due to the larger elements used further away from the bar. Nevertbeless, the accuracy of the multiscale mesh at these levels is about 1% to 5% of the Navier solution, normally acceptable for virmal-reality simulation where stability and speed outweigh high accuracy. The results show that CPU time scales roughly as O@) for both the h e and multi-scale mesh, where Nis the number of nodes in each of the mesh. The complexity of the solution process is the same in both cases as the same iterative conjugate gradient solver is used. Here, the major gain in efficiency of the multi-scale mesh is the great reduction in the number of nodal unknowns to be solved while maintaining good accuracy. The number of unknowns N in the multi-scale mesh is about 15% of that in the h e mesh. The actual numher of unknowns in the multi-scale mesb compared to the h e scale mesh is difficult to predict as it depends on the location and orientation of the haptic device. Based on ow study on onedimensional rod [22] , the number of unknowns in the multiscale mesh is expected to be of the order of the logarithm of the numher of unknowns, O(log w, in the h e mesh. Even with the extra time taken to assemble the global stiffness matrix in realtime, the multi-scale FEM is still about an order faster than fme-scale FEM.
For better comparison of the three cases, Fig. 11 shows the speed up factor of the multi-scale mesh over fme mesh FEM, defmed as the ratio of their computation times. The multi-scale FEM improves the speed by 6 to 7 times at higher mesh levels. VI. DISCUSSION These results show that a major speed up in computation can be achieved using multi-scale FEM, especially at higher mesh levels with more degrees of W o r n . These are necessary for more accurate solutions, within say 5% of the 'exact' one.
Even with the slight accuracy loss in the multi-scale mesh compared to h e (from 0.1% to 1.5% at level 6), the 'absolute' accuracy of the multi-scale mesh is sufficient for haptic simulation. The 6-to-7-fold speed up is critical for simulation in real-time.
In our implementation of multi-scale FEM on a Xeon 2.66 GHz CPU with 1 GB RAM, a level 4 simulation (with about 8% accuracy) takes Im to complete. This was just enough to provide the refresh rate of 1 kHz required for haptic feedback The corresponding fme scale FEM (with about 5% accuracy) cannot meet this criterion. The multi-scale FEM provides a good trade-off between a major gain in speed against a slight loss in accuracy, essential for real-time simulation.
In conclusion, spatially varying mesh detail in surface modeling can support large global deformation at the speeds necessary to provide visual and haptic feedback in surgical mining, by a high time saving vis-&vis traditional FEM. It can be extended for non-linear deformation of 3D bodies, and other systems of mesh mechanics. Our ultimate goal in applying it is to model human tissue. It shows great potential to realize a real-time haptic simulation system.
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